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Tony Cox has kindly spent considerable
time wandering the nooks and crannies of
this estate to document, sketch, paint and
write about the incredible variety of
birdlife and flora in and around Rousdon.
Apparently, he has even cajoled his good
lady Barbara to join in, and she has ably
helped record the birdlife and wild
flowers here.
The outcome is a free and easily read little
booklet which you can keep handy to
help you identify what you may find
when walking or gardening here. It is not
a twitcher’s encyclopaedia – it is designed
to be a friendly and easy to use guide.

The ROAR Committee really hope that
you find this free supplement to our
magazine useful, which can join the
earlier and popular supplement by Tony
on the Trees of Rousdon on your
bookshelf, in your jacket or on the kitchen
window sill. Keep your binoculars and
camera handy and ENJOY!

Neale Moss
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INTRODUCTION - THE IMPORTANCE OF HABITAT
The nature and diversity of plants and animals in a particular place depends on the type of habitat there
and in the surrounding areas. The habitat is determined by a combination of natural geological features.
Underlying rocks define the local structure – hills, and water courses, valleys and cliffs - and erosion and
weathering determine soils, which in turn define what plants grow there.
A natural ecosystem evolves centred on seasonal photosynthesis, growth of vegetation and a population of
insect and animal life. On top of these natural processes, humans have changed the landscape by
agricultural practices, mineral extraction and buildings. As a result of its special and unspoiled location, the
Rousdon Estate possesses a variety of rich and established habitats. Their location is indicated on the
pictorial map of the estate, below.

A = Agricultural W = Woodland G = Garden U = Undercliff C = Coastal
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THE HABITATS ON THE ROUSDON ESTATE
Please note: only common names are used for birds and flowers in this Supplement;
please refer to a suitable field guide for equivalent scientific names

On entry through the gates situated at the North
Lodge, one is confronted by a stunning vista of large
pastures left and right each with a boundary of
mature trees. Although the pastures are managed as
grazing for cattle and sheep, the agriculture is not
large scale and intensive, and a variety of meadow
flowers grow on the margins. For example in spring
and early summer the delicate Cuckoo Flower or
Ladies Smock can be seen. The open area offers
opportunity for feeding for animals and birds resident
in the surrounding parkland, and also for the visitor
to observe them. Larger birds can often be seen here,
such as Buzzards and Ravens in the air, or Pheasants
and Gulls on the ground.

Above: A Buzzard soaring on thermals
Left: The Cuckoo flower appears in April, about
the arrival time of the first Cuckoo; note the
different leaf pattern at the stem base
Below: Spotted Flycatchers - R adult and L
juvenile. Preparing to migrate in the autumn
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WOODLAND HABITATS
The extensive tree-belts which surround the estate offer a different habitat. There is an abundance of
mature trees here but the groundcover is often dominated by Cherry Laurel shrubs, leaving little room for
natural, shade-loving, flowering plants, which are favoured on the woodland soils. There are however
areas where typical woodland flowers can be seen at the appropriate times of the year.

Woodland flowers: In late winter Snowdrops appear first, then the greenish plants - wood spurge and
dogs mercury; these are followed by white flowered wood anemone, ransomes and coltsfoot, then yellow
celandine and primrose, which favour banks. Wood violet is a delicate contrasting coloured flower at this
time. In May we find white wood sorrel, bluebells and wild arum or cuckoo pint, which becomes more
conspicuous in autumn when bright red berries form on the flower stalk. May is also the time of year when
early purple orchids appear, but they are uncommon.

Right: Wild arum or cuckoo pint; the red
fruit berries form at the end of the
summer and persist through the autumn
months
Below: Coltsfoot; one of the early spring
flowers before it grows leaves
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WOODLAND FLOWERS

Primroses grace the banks on
the edges of the tree belts

Early purple orchids can be seen on the
woodland floor in May but they are not
common
May

FUNGHI
Woods are a special place for wild mushrooms and
other funghi. They appear all year but many species
appear in autumn, particularly after periods of rain.
Rousdon estate is particularly good for funghi, due to
its abundance of old dead trees, and of course roots
rotting underground which provides nourishment for
the funghi. A common species in the Estate woods is
the parasol mushroom, which is not only impressive
but is delicious to eat! Various other mushroom
species appear but some are poisonous, so great care
should be taken in their identification!

A Parasol Mushroom
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WOODLAND BIRDS
Most woodland birds have rather noisy calls and are
often detected by the noise they make. The harsh
squark of the Jay is a familiar sound, especially in
autumn when it is collecting and storing acorns for
winter sustenance. Other exclusively woodland
species present at all times of the year are members of
the woodpecker family – the Green woodpecker and
the black and white Greater spotted woodpecker,
both of which are commonly seen in the tree belts.
The smaller Nuthatch and Tree creeper are also
abundant in the Rousdon Estate woodland, but the
tree creeper is less often seen as it has quiet habits as
its name implies. Parties of tits and small passerines
(perching birds) can often be heard chirping as they
forage in the upper branches of the larger trees, but
they are difficult to spot on account of their small size
and rapid short flight movements.

Jay – robber of the woods; a loud ‘squark’
reveals his presence
Green Woodpecker or ‘Yaffle’ named after its strident laughing call

Nuthatch - normally quiet as it travels
up and down branches but it has a loud,
melodious song in spring

The woodlands are also frequented by Buzzards (see p. 3), which are our largest common bird of prey.
These impressive dark brown birds have a heavy direct flight as they emerge from the tree belts over the
pastures in search of small rodents. On sunny days they often circle upwards on thermals with wings
outstretched revealing beautifully patterned underside markings.
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GARDEN HABITATS
There is now a substantial extent of garden habitats provided by planting by residents and by the expanded
number of houses on the Estate. This provides suitable areas for birds and animals to survive and forage,
especially as many of the rented houses and second homes are unoccupied for periods of time. The usual
garden birds – robin, blackbird, chaffinch, blue tit, great tit, etc. – are all seen regularly. Sadly the Song thrush,
once common, is scarce, but the Mistle Thrush commonly sings in spring, calling from the trees around the
Home Farm complex and on the main driveway. Also the old buildings are ideal haunts for house sparrows,
pied wagtails, and in the summer, house martins and swallows are both abundant, the martins nesting
regularly under the eaves of the new-build houses. Look on the roof-tops where birds love to perch and look
around. Another common summer visitor is the Chiff-chaff; this attractive small olive green warbler is more
often heard than seen. At night-time Tawny Owls can be heard hooting in the woods surrounding this area
and Barn Owls hunt in the fields behind the walled garden, roosting in the Belvederes. Bats are abundant
flying over the Bridleway after dusk.

Swallows and House Martins swoop over
buildings all day in summer

Mistle Thrush or ‘Storm Cocks’ sing melodiously
from upper branches of trees in early spring

The Pied Wagtail on its favourite roof perch
- when not ‘trotting’ on the ground

The Chiff-Chaff - its unmistakable call
gives this bird its name
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AGRICULTURAL LAND
The surrounding agricultural land to the estate in open fields of chalk and flint soils with valleys to the east
and west, provides an unspoiled tract of rich, mainly arable farmland with groups of trees. This landscape
has probably remained unchanged for centuries, as evident from the ancient farms at Bindon, Dowlands,
Rousdon, Charton, Whitlands, Pinhay, spaced along the old Roman road between Axmouth and Lyme
Regis. On the farmland skylark, greenfinch, chaffinch and goldfinch are plentiful, especially when they flock
in the winter months. Farming methods have changed in the past 50 years, with much more intensive and
chemically-assisted crop regimes. This has no-doubt contributed to the decline in numbers and diversity of
species of farmland birds, as documented by the surveys of the British Trust for Ornithology.
The minor roads are quiet lanes where hedgerow and wayside flowers appear in abundance, despite the
intensive farming. The Estate is crossed from E to W by a public bridleway running from Charton Farm to
the lane leading to Steppes above Axminster. There is a good variety of wildflowers and grasses on the
paths and lanes to the east and west of the estate. Some of the flowers are illustrated below. Look out also for
pink Herb Robert and blue Meadow Cranesbill, both of the geranium family, and Rough Hawkesbeard, a
common yellow daisy-like flower.

Stitchwort - one of the earliest spring
wayside flowers

Red Campion - common on verges of roads
and paths

Left: St John’s Wort - a tall,
multi-flowered yellow plant
seen in hedgerows

Right: Harebells - delicate
blue summer flowers
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THE UNDERCLIFF - A UNIQUE HABITAT
The Undercliff was declared a National Nature Reserve in 1955, on account of the strip of land holding the
entire range of natural features characteristic of the active coastal landslip: geology, geomorphology, ecology
and landscape. The exotic and varied plants and trees are of special interest, which have been beautifully
described and illustrated by Elaine Franks in her book The Undercliff. The land is privately owned, but the
reserve is managed by English Nature. Public access to the reserve is via the Seaton to Lyme Regis section of
the Southwest Coast Path, which is well maintained, 7 miles long and quite an arduous walk. It is
nevertheless well used. Rousdon residents have the advantage of access from the Estate. Different vegetation
including exotic plants and trees thrive in the moist shade of the dense woods, which cover the landslip
area. Rather impressive are Horse-tails, Stinking Iris and Broomrape - a parasitic plant with no chlorophyll
and hence no green stem or leaves.

Broomrape - it contains no
chlorophyll!

Horsetail – a primitive plant, quite
common on the Undercliff
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COASTAL HABITAT
The Rousdon Estate extends to the coast at Charton Bay which is a shingle beach stretching from the rocks
at Humble point to those lying under the chalk cliffs below the area on the undercliff known as the
‘Plateau’. These rocks are regular roosting points for Gulls and Cormorants and the shore is frequented by
Oyster Catchers and Turnstones and other less common migratory wading birds.
Sea Kale and Samphire thrive on the shingle above the high water mark. The ‘Plateau’ is one of the few
remaining grassy areas on the Undercliff where rare chalkland plants grow. The plants growing there
include Early Purple orchid, Pyramid orchid, Milkwort, and Vipers Bugloss.

Pyramid Orchids on the Plateau
Vipers Bugloss on the Plateau

Black headed gull Lesser Black backed gull

Cormorants (drying wings!)
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Peregrine Falcon ‘stooping’ over coast,
in search of unsuspecting prey

Buzzards and Tawny Owls also breed in the woods and the calls of the young birds are particularly
noticeable in the late summer months. Blackbirds, wrens and robins are plentiful and dominate the small
bird population, but the lucky observer may catch a glimpse of unusual song birds such as Blackcap and
Stonechat here and there. Ravens and Peregrine Falcons breed regularly here; both these species are
spectacular fliers and the aerobatic mastery of their display flights can often be observed over the coast.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES FOR WILDLIFE HABITATS
The management of the Undercliff Nature Reserve is entrusted to the professional expertise and resources
of Natural England. They have a full-time officer in post, currently held by Tom Sunderland. The
remainder of the Estate is currently owned and managed partly by Rousdon Estate Ltd, partly by
Allhallows Ltd, and partly by individual freeholders. All parties have responsibility to sustain the
stewardship of the Rousdon Estate, created by Henry Peek over 130 years ago, to maintain the unique
combination of habitats we enjoy today. In the last 15 years development of the estate and the farmland has
generally been done sensitively within the Conservation guidelines of Local Authorities. One aspect of
current concern is the state of the Woodlands. The trees were mainly planted at around the same time in
the late 19 century and many are approaching the natural end of their lives almost simultaneously. Also
some exotic tree species, especially the Cherry Laurel, have proliferated, and threaten to destroy the natural
ecosystem balance in the woodland habitat. There is an urgent need to rectify the damage caused by neglect
of the management of the Rousdon Tree heritage over the past half century. Management of woodland as a
sustainable resource has featured in recent discussions of renewable sources of energy for combating
climate change caused by increases in atmospheric carbon dioxide from fossil fuels. This may be an
opportune time for action in woodland management at Rousdon.
th
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The Committee :
Neale Moss 01297 442436
Roy Jones 01297 443737
Sylvia Stride 01297 443718
Mary Hansell 01297 444141
Nicholas Vaigncourt-Strallen 07795 840444
Tony Cox 01297 443178 or 01223 264282
Josephine Cook 07767 262301
Anne Fleming 07971 689782
Glynis Preshaw 01297 445368

The Full ROAR Committee meets quarterly and
individual committee members take responsibility for
key areas of activity between meetings. These
members are assisted where possible by noncommittee members so that work loads are shared.
Please contact the relevant person if you would like to
contribute or if you have any issue to raise:
Chair, Committee Management & Policies
Neale Moss
Vice-Chair
Roy Jones
Secretary, Administration & Neighbourhood Watch
Mary Hansell
Treasurer, Membership & Events
Sylvia Stride
Assistant Treasurer
Josephine Cook
Liaison with REL/REM
Nicholas Vaigncourt-Strallen
Environmental Issues
Tony Cox, Anne Fleming & Glynis Preshaw
Neighbourhood Watch
Mary Hansell
Peek Hall Committee
Sylvia Stride & Mary Hansell
Social Activities Liaison
Sylvia Stride

CREDITS for the BIRDS AND FLOWERS SUPPLEMENT:
Text, Drawings, Maps and Photographs by Tony Cox
Foreword by Neale Moss
Layout by Taylor Downing
Additional Photography by Grayson Newton
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